
Year 2015 Flying Star 

The new flying star chart for the year of the Sheep 2015 takes effect on 4th February 2015. To make the most of 

your luck for the year, it is important to update the feng shui of your home. Start by first subduing all the negative 
stars and then boost the auspicious stars!  

Note that a particular star only affects you if your main door, family room, bedroom or horoscope animal palace is 
located in the sector, if your main door is facing the direction of the star or if the sector corresponds to a particular 
family member of the household e.g. father, mother, oldest son etc.. 

  

 
 

Flying Star Chart for the Year 2015 

DISARMING the NEGATIVE STARS 

  

As a defensive strategy, the first step is to identify all the negative stars that bring bad luck and misfortune and then 
weaken them using the suggested Feng Shui cures. 

1) The Catastrophic,  Bad Five Yellow in the West (五黄灾星 + 三煞) 

One should be very familiar with flying star 5 五黄灾星  (some 

masters called it five yellow direct translation omg), basically it 

represents any bad things that you could possibly imagine e.g. cancer, 

poison, surgery, accidents etc. This star affects the Male head of 

household more. This year “5” lands in the West Sector. The harmful 

effects is reduce because West sector is “Metal element” which is the 

cure to dilute the harmful effects of disaster 5. If you are a non-

believer of feng shui, this is one cure that you have to do every year! It gets extremely hazardous 



if your home west sector is within one of the three critical areas mentioned. The cure is simple 

you need any 6 units of “Metal” element OR any metal e.g. bronze/copper that produces sound 

e.g. coins, keys, bell, musical box OR salt water (feng shui master clients can get this formula 

from me). Sometimes water is used in dire situations. 

 

 
 

2) The Illness 2 in the SouthEast (二黑病符) 

The other is flying star 2 二黑病符 as the name suggest any form of 

persistence illnesses at home. This Star is particular bad for Female 

head of household follow by children. Similar cure with the above the 

use of 6 units of “Metal” object + Water (in some situations). 

 

 

 

3) The Hostile, Quarrelsome, Disharmony 3 in the Center (禄存星 小人星，口舌是

非) 

Quarrelsome flying star 3 invites gossip, back-stabbing, divorce and sow 

discord in your family relationships It may even lead to “lawsuits” and 

scandal. The feng shui cure is simple just put something “pink” in the centre. 

However one have to check your House Feng Shui Destiny sometimes “metal” 

element is use to control the flying star 3. 

 

4) The Robbery, Imprisonment, Fire Hazard, Financial Loss, Lawsuit Star 7 in 

the South (七赤星 破军) 

Some feng shui master regard this star as windfall wealth star which is 

incorrect. In Period 8 this is an obsolete star. The cure for flying star is 

“7” in the South sector, this can solve easily with a glass of water. 

There is a high chance of fire hazard because 7 先天卦 innate gua is 

“fire” element and south sector itself is also “fire” element. 

 

 

 

 

http://www.fengshuimastersingapore.sg/house-destiny/


ENHANCING the AUSPICIOUS STARS 

Enhancing the lucky stars maximize your potential for getting the best out of the year! In the same way as how 
negative stars affect you, these auspicious Flying stars bring out the best in you if your bedroom, entrance, living 
room, animal palace or bagua location is here! 

1) The Wealth Star 8 in the North (八白 左輔星 旺財、功名、富貴、順利) 

If you desperately need an overdue promotion, consider activating the 

North Sector! In period 8 this is the most powerful wealth sector. 

Obviously the best way to activate this sector is you e.g. your working 

area. If impossible you can use salt lamp, any porcelain, ceramic, jade 

objects something that moves will be ideal. You can even use a fish 

tank. Keep this sector clean, bright and uncluttered; your entire year 

wealth generation depends upon here. 

 

2) The Technical Skill, Authority, Relocation & Migration Star 6 in the NorthEast 

(六白 武曲星 武贵,  权力 动态 驿马) 

Activation of Flying star 6 is particularly beneficial for those 

professions that utilise Technical skills e.g. engineers, plumber, 

electricians OR Military positions e.g. police, army, naval OR 

professions demands a lot of travelling e.g. regional marketing director. 

Jazzing up this sector improves your authority and control over your 

staff. You can energise this star by using any earth or metal objects e.g. 

clear or yellow crystal sphere. Please do not buy amethyst caves. 

 

  

3) The Victory East Star (一白 贪狼 水星  桃花 人缘) Peach Blossom Star, 

Popularity, Network. 

For those occupations or businesses e.g. Sales personnel, marketing, 

Public Relations, Celebrities, feng shui masters, where interactions 

with customers or fans are important for their career success, East 

sector is one to look out for. All you need is to place a water-growing 

plant or flowers in this area. Even rose with thorns are OK, don’t 

believe that flowers with thorns are bad. However for married couples 

and occupations that does not require you to have close rapport with customers you can avoid 

extramarital affairs by placing 8 white rounded pebbles or 8 pieces of any clay/ceramic/earth 

objects. 



 

4) The Education Star 4 in the NorthWest (四绿 文曲星 or 文昌星) 

Most parents are probably familiar with this flying star 4 to activate for 

their children’s education. This star not only helps kids academic 

pursue but it does provide mental clarity to all occupants at home. So 

you have kids in schools or you may want to vitalise this star and the 

method is relatively simple just have 4 stalk of bamboo in a water vase. 

It does not matter whether the bamboo is straight or spiral. No need to 

go and pay a bomb to buy feng shui pagoda LOL. Remember i 

mentioned earlier “living things” works better than “non-living items; i guess the rationale is 

very obvious to you. 

 

5) The Prosperity, Joyful & Happy Star of Future Prosperity 9 in the SouthWest 

(九紫 右弼星 喜庆 火星) 

Attention Lady & Gentleman!  for those of you who have been dating 

for the past 3-5 years and your boyfriend has not propose to you…you 

can consider activating this sector. Married couples who were married 

for the past 5 years and still not “productive” OR just wanted to enjoy 

Singapore fertility financial incentives can also activate this sector. 

 

 


